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Holographic
Principle
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Information of a low
dimension can be composited to describe a
higher dimensional structure.
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Double Slit
Experiment

Consciousness is
proven to interact with
the mathematics of reality.

Why does the universe go to all the bother of existing? What is it that breathes ﬁre into the
equations and makes a universe for them to describe? Stephen Hawking

Fractal Nature

12 Supporting Clues
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Fractal structure
is found at all scales,
from the cosmic to the
microscopic. QCs are fractal.

Non-commutative
Geometry
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QCs are the quintessential example of this type
of math, which physicists
use to model quantum reality.

Will it not turn out, with the further development of science, that the study of the universe and
the study of consciousness will be inseparably linked, and that ultimate progress in the one will
be impossible without progress in the other? Andrei Linde, co-founder of inﬂa onary big bang theory
The relevant literature [on the meaning of quantum theory] is famously contentious and obscure.
I believe it will remain so until someone constructs, within the formalism of quantum mechanics,
an “observer”, that is, a model entity whose states correspond to a recognizable caricature of
conscious awareness. Frank Wilczek, Physics Nobel laureate
Is it utterly absurd to seek behind the ordering structures of this world a “consciousness” whose
“intentions” were these very structures? Werner Heisenberg, Co-founder of Quantum Mecanics
It is likely that the new way of seeing things will astonish us. John Bell, Inventor of Bell’s Theorem

Intro
It can be deduced that the universe is made of mathematical
information. Therefore, consciousness must exist at the Planck
scale “pixelated” fabric of reality to actualize that information
into existence. The hard problem of consciousness must
extend beyond the human brain to the more foundational level
of quantized spacetime.

Quantized Rotation
and Waveform
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As in QCs, reality vibrates
and rotates in “pixelated”,
frame-by-frame wave patterns.

Reality is Information Behaving Physically
Potentialities and tendencies are informational. Pre-quantum
physics tells us everything is energy. But energy is a potentiality
– the potential to do work. Post-quantum physics tells us even
more clearly that reality is made of information by revealing that
particles do not exist as we think they do. They exist in an
informational realm of possibility – a realm where the information
of the possibilities corresponds to the geometry of the waveform.
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The future and past
are as real as the present,
all geometrically connected.
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Robust evidence (D. Bem)
shows that the future loops
back to co-create the present.

QCs are inherently nonlocal – also an unexpected
fact about quantum reality.

Found even at the atomic
scale and below, Phi is
everywhere in nature.

The short is to the long
what the long is to the whole.

Retro-Causality
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12
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Special Relativity

Nonlocality

Golden Ratio
in Nature

The Self-referential
Golden Ratio of QCs

Higher
Dimensional
Polytopes
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Inter-conversion of any
particle to another occurs
according to higher
dimensional Platonic solids.

Reality is Pixilated
Quantum Fluctuation
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Like QCs, the “pixels” of
reality jump about instantly–
teleporting with no motion.

Conclusion
The hard problem of consciousness must be solved by answering the
hard ontological problem of physics – “What really is this physical
construct?” A dog has a lesser consciousness than a human, and a brain
cell has yet a lesser mind than a dog. But the lesser consciousnesses of
many cells form the emergent consciousness of a greater mind. Why
stop at the cell? Might cells, particles and quantized spacetime be formed
of foundational primitive units of consciousness operating as a physically
behaving language at the Planck scale? If so, what is the origin of these
primitive units of consciousness? We suggest the idea that an emergent
universal consciousness is the substrate within which the primitive units of
consciousness reside. While this “chicken or egg” question is confusing for
the linear mind, Einsteinian physics tells us that the future and past exist
together within the same system. Perhaps the question should be bent
into a circle. One would not question whether 11 am comes before or after
1 pm – it is both and neither. It is a false question based on a linear causal
assumption that ignores that fact that the numbers are on a circle. The
units of consciousness exist within the mind of the whole, which emerges
from the hierarchical self-organization of the primitive units. A circle.

Information Is Consciousness

Consciousness Uses Language

Units of Consciousness Create Mathematical Symbols

Quasicrystal Language

By deﬁnition, information resides in consciousness. But information
is also made of consciousness. So reality is made of some form of
primary consciousness behaving mathematically and in a “pixelated”
manner at the Planck scale.

An object is deﬁned as “anything that can be thought of”. Languages
are sets of objects and organizing rules with degrees of freedom. The
substructure of spacetime is quantized into a mosaic-like algorithmic
language. Freedom within the mathematical rules allows non-deterministic expressions of physical reality, including emergent consciousnesses
such as human minds, from these primitive physically (mathematically)
behaving Planck scale units of consciousness. It is a code that thinks.

Consciousness creates or “thinks” by freewill choices of (1) what to be aware of via observation
and (2) what meaning is attached to such observations. Primitive units of consciousness cooperate
in a mathematical language by agreeing on what to observe (the “base object”) and how to interpret
those observations. An example is a language based on two “letters”, formed by thinking of a cube
(a base object) and then observing it in two ways – creating two ﬂat 2D visual projections (“letters”).
Then, mathematical matching rules or syntax can create combinations of those ﬂat 2D visual
projections into a language – expressing things such as the geometric patterns of physical reality.

Quasicrystals (QCs) in nature are atomic scale languages with (1) ﬁnite
character sets and (2) syntactical rules with degrees of freedom. The
“meaning” these languages express is the physical properties of the
material. Because QC language exists in atomic quantum scale reality
and corresponds to key scientiﬁc observations and quantum theoretical
models, we suggest using it for a theory of everything. Reality may be built
from units of physically behaving coordinated units consciousness acting as
mathematical operators in a Planck scale quasicrystal language.

